19 March 2020
Bilngual Geography Year 9
The four seasons – Why do seasons change?

Tasks:
Read through the material below and complete the tasks 3 and 4 (page 17)
➔ (Task 5 is wrongly marked as ‚task 4‘. This task is a voluntary extra task)

This YouTube link will help you understand the material:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_EJv6c4ogQE (The Simple Club – Warum gibt es Jahreszeiten?)
Pause and replay the video if necessary.

Vocabulary help:
Task 3: angle = Winkel
to locate = verorten, den Standort bestimmen
Task 4: tilted = geneigt, schräg
axis = Achse (M5)
Task 5: latitude = geographische Breite

Bilngual Geography Year 9
The four seasons – Why do seasons change?
Proposal for solution
Task 3a) 90-degree angle
Task 3b) Tropic of Cancer (= nördlicher Wendekreis), see text (page 16)
Task 4)
The earth rotates around the sun. Because the earth is tilted at an angle of 23.5 degrees, the angle of
incoming solar radiation changes over the year.
At the beginning of summer (21 June), the northern hemisphere is tilted towards the sun. A larger
surface area on the northern hemisphere is lit by the sun, at a higher angle compared to the southern
hemisphere (M3, M4, M5). Days are longer, more sunlight is absorbed and top temperatures are
generally higher in the northern hemisphere. During summer in the northern hemisphere, it is winter
in the southern hemisphere.
In winter, starting at 21 December, the southern hemisphere is tilted towards the sun. A smaller
surface area is lit by the sun, at a lower angle compared to the southern hemisphere (M3, M4). Days
are shorter, less sunlight is absorbed and top temperatures are generally lower in the northern
hemisphere (M3, M4). During winter in the northern hemisphere, it is summer in the southern
hemisphere.
At the beginning of spring, the sun shines at a 90-degree angle over the equator at noon. This means
that the northern and southern hemisphere receive an equal amount of sunlight over the day.
Because days are getting longer in spring, plants start growing and producing leaves again (M2). To
the contrary, days in the southern hemisphere are getting shorter and many plants lose their leaves in
temperate areas (= gemäßigte Klimazone).
At the beginning of autumn, the sun is again at a 90-degree angle over the equator at noon. Again,
the northern and southern hemisphere receive an equal amount of sunlight. Because days are getting
shorter in autumn, many plants throw off their leaves (M2). Tot he contrary, days in the southern
hemisphere are getting longer and plants start growing and producing leaves again in the southern
hemisphere.

